Proposed football stadium entrenched in debate between north and south

Residents continue to request change in location to avoid traffic problems in neighborhoods surrounding campus

TYLER WONG

Never at odds over the hot topic of a home stadium for UCF football, UCF and its neighbors are coming to the table with new proposals and problems.

The UCF Board of Trustees and administration have not yet formally voted to build the proposed UCF stadium. In the meantime, debate is still ongoing concerning the stadium's future site and the effect it may have on UCF's neighboring communities.

Since announcing the initial plan to build UCF's home stadium to host football games, UCF has held more than 11 public hearings with community groups, residents, students and other organizations. The latest meeting, held July 25, centered on the debate over possible future sites of the stadium.

The first of the two possible sites is proposed to be adjacent to the existing Alumni Convocation Center, alumni building and existing sports fields. According to UCF administrators, this is the most reasonable and efficient choice for location. Additional parking, student housing and retail space have already been planned and are under construction now. However, residents of the neighboring communities have moved to support a secondary location to the north of the campus.

Neighbors stated at the July 25 meeting that this location would be preferable because traffic near their homes would be decreased as would the undesirable sight-line of having the stadium's lights visible from their backyards. Yet at the meeting, Administration and Finance Vice President Bill Merck said that the southern site would be more noise and traffic near their yards.

As the season begins, so does the quest of many students to find enrichment both academically and socially.

As the region of the classroom builds up on young and impulsive minds, it does need to pay more to that stress in the company of their friends.

But academic stress isn't the only kind of tension that hits college students, both roommates and neighbors of the grad. Far too often financial limitations constrain students and keep them from having the college experience they truly deserve. While parents roomed their or Spaghetti-O's and Pepsi Blue Ribbons or Natural Light may lead to a few checkups between friends, none are ever close to the college mind and body needs to function.

With all of this in mind, the staff of LINK has found that future promises has compiled a short list of the ways students can do with their education, as well as fairly priced readily available options for students to enjoy their college experience and afford it as well. Whether it's a right out with the boys for a few hours or just a single card to a game of pool before hitting the books, there is plenty to do in the UCF area, no matter what your interest may be.

Arabun murder suspect wears UCF shirt on TV

UCF students who were alarmed by seeing a suspect in Natalie Holloway's disappearance wearing a "UCF" shirt were not the only ones to be concerned. The suspect, identified as Joran Van der Sloot, was seen in a photo released by the U.S. Marshals Service still wearing a shirt that bore the USF football logo.

The suspect was last seen on the tiny island of Aruba during a vacation earlier this year. He was later seen with a black leather belt. Holloway disappeared while apparently strangling a shirtless boy in the Bahamas. The suspect was never arrested for her death. The case of the missing Alabama teenager, however, might not be so easy to solve. A murder mystery is being played out in the corridors of Central Florida, where the case is still unsolved.
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Bentley cut vacation short to meet new students

**BENTLEY'S CUT VACATION SHORT TO MEET NEW STUDENTS**

**By Jack M. Leichter, Staff Writer**
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Introducing WebRevalue for your UCFCard

WebRevalue is a simple and convenient way to add money to your UCFCard

Go to www.ucfcard.ucf.edu. (From anywhere in the world!)
Click on the WebRevalue icon and follow the simple directions.
Visit a WebRevalue Kiosk to load the $ to your UCFCard.

It’s so easy, even your parents can use it!
(Hint: Send them the ISO number from the front of your UCFCard)

Use your UCFCard for food, gear, supplies, and discounted vending all over campus.

University of Central Florida Card Services
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PRESIDENT PARTY
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2005 presents to the lifestyle of the stars. Dress to be stylish 'til 2 AM. 7 PM.

THAT’S NOT COUNTDOWN TO MIDNIGHT
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The suit was brought by Rita Garcia, who fled war-torn admission to Cal Poly in 2002. Her son, which other students who had been denied admission joined as co-plaintiffs, cited a 2001 study that showed the program was run or funded by the school at the cost of denying equal access.

Bowling Green State University this summer became the latest school in the state to face a fine when the bill is put on plastic. Bowling Green State University students pay with plastic to take advantage of credit card charging tuition on credit card. For a growing number of students now charge their tuition bills.

The crash was the deadliest in Veteranen history according to the Aviation Safety Network, a nonprofit group that keeps a database of air disasters. In 2002, some 37% were said the death toll surpassed 1969 in Veteranen that killed 36, including 17 victims on the ground.

The decision of school authorities to sell advertising space on the magazine, as the woman's attorneys have claimed. Kannenbohn's claims.

Assistant Treasurer Bill Bouvier on Monday that no procedure, the judge would be to drive his way through the crowd.

Witnesses said an elderly man was thrown to the pavement and someone in a car tried to drive his way through the crowd.

Seventeen men suffered minor injuries from the required hospital treatment, Kent County Sheriff's Chief Steve Wood said. There were no arrests and the incident was closed out by 10 p.m. Police estimated around 500 people turned up for the sale.

Scientists suggest moving African elephants from DEREF - if a group of people are in danger of their lives, lions and elephants could someday be roaming the Great Plains of North America. The idea of transporting African wildlife to the continent is being given ground by groups and groups from other parts of the world, who seek permission to relocate species halfway around the world, despite often disastrous results. But the proposal's supporters say it could help save some species from extinction in Africa, where protection is spotty and habitats are vanishing.

They say the relocated animals could also boost the diversity in North America to a million times more than before. It is a chance for many more people to see elephants and rhinos that have disappeared from much of their natural habitat.

"Remove Unwanted Hair Now!" Are you tired of constant shaving, waxing, tweezing or plucking those unwanted hairs? Well, finally there is a quick and easy solution to that unattractive hair growth. Discover the facts about the latest advances in medically supervised laser hair removal and find out what razor manufacturers and cosmetic companies don't want you to know when it comes to baring unwanted hair. The Science Behind Unwanted Hair. For your free copy call toll-free 1-800-903-1879 for a 40 hr. recorded message and order IFDS 2300 or go to www.LookGoodWithoutSurgery.info.

NATION & WORLD

ASSOCIATED PRESS alleged the university discriminated against Hispanics by considering test scores as a factor in admissions.

The 2nd District Court of Appeals in Austin also dismissed allegations that CSU's policy of admitting students who live near California Polytechnic State University is discriminatory against minorities.
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THE PLACE FOR PAY-AS-YOU-GO WIRELESS

Now $39.99

Key Features:
- Superphonic Ringtones (real music)
- Text messaging
- Virgin Xtra
- Exclusive access to MTV content

PREPAID LONG DISTANCE CARDS ALSO AVAILABLE

BUY A PHONE - OR FILL UP HERE

Check Out Our Offered After 3:00 PM.

Monday
- PORK — $9.99
- RIBS — $12.99

Tuesday
- CHICKEN — $9.99

Wednesday
- BEEF & PORK — $9.99

Thursday
- FRIDAY & SATURDAY
  - CREAT YOUR OWN $9.99 -
  (Choose from: Beef, Pork, Chicken or Ribs)

Sunday
- SAMPLER PLATTER $14.99

*DRAFT BEER*

Don't Forget to Ask for a Take-Out-Menu!

"Real Perfection" - ORLANDO WEEKLY
"Keller's BBQ is my new favorite BBQ joint."
- HALEY DYM, WWW.ORLANDOCITYBEAT.COM

"Keller's is right on que."
- SCOTT JOSEPH, ORLANDO SENTINEL

"The BBQ is still some of the best you'll find in these parts."
- ORLANDO SENTINEL

10% OFF w/ UCF STUDENT & FACULTY I.D.
COME and GET IT!!!!

Our Keller's Family recipes and traditional cooking techniques will make our location your destination for real smoked Bar-B-Que.

KELLERS' FREE LARGE BEEF OR PORK SANDWICH

With purchase of one of equal or greater value and two beverages. Not valid with any other offers or discount. UCF location only. Coupon required. Exp. 10/01/05.

7756 University Blvd., Ste. 104 • (407) 388-1222
Located on the corner of Oakwood and University in the UCF Shoppes Shopping Plaza.
Call us to cater your parties & events.

(407) 281-0100
F: (407) 380-8954

KELLERS'S CORPORATE FURNISHINGS

LOW PRICES

What else do you need?

Mention this ad and you could WIN this TV*

KELLERS' BAR-B-Q

REAL SMOKED BAR-B-Q
Serving Bar-B-Q 7 days a week

50% Off first month's rent

407 PINE STREET - ORLANDO, FL 32801
www.kellersbbq.com

KELLERS' BAR-B-Q

REAL SMOKED BAR-B-Q
Serving Bar-B-Q 7 days a week

50% Off first month's rent

407 PINE STREET - ORLANDO, FL 32801
www.kellersbbq.com
The photo shows Van der Sloot smiling into a camera as he appears to be tightening the belt around the woman’s neck while the victim seems to cry out in pain. Clearly visible in the photo is Van der Sloot’s large gray shirt, which bears black bold letters spelling out "UCF Graduate." A stamped image of the word "Paid." The photo, which was broadcast on television screen worldwide, was originally posted on Van der Sloot’s personal Web site, on an online community similar to the popular Facebook or Myspace, where users post pictures to give online visitors an insight into their personalities.

The disturbing image became famous when it was broadcast on MSNBC’s highest rated prime time news program, "Nightline," - both of which boast an Internet site, on an online community similar to the popular Facebook or Myspace, where users post pictures to give online visitors an insight into their personalities.

Van der Sloot’s campus image on "UCF Graduate," broadcast on television screens across the nation, came to an end on May 23 - a point experts discussed how crucial was once again flashed across Direct, - both of which boast an Internet site, on an online community similar to the popular Facebook or Myspace, where users post pictures to give online visitors an insight into their personalities.

As Wood explained his theory, and informed viewers that he believes Holloway is probably killed months ago. A piece of information the broadcasts failed to put out, however, was that although the shirt Van der Sloot is wearing is missing claims he is a UCF graduate, in actually he is not. And while viewers who were following the story as it unfolded likely realized from earlier reports that at age 18, Van der Sloot was not a UCF student, some stories that those just starting to take note of the story may be getting the wrong idea about UCF.

"I believe Van der Sloot is a graduate," Wood announced he killed months ago. "I believe Holloway was probably killed months ago. When you go into a [job] interview, you say ‘I’m a UCF graduate’ and after reflecting on the fact that millions of people who saw him wearing a UCF graduate shirt, he said he felt, ‘disgusted and appalled’.

Explaining his feelings, Wood said: ‘It will lead to society thinking of us as murderers. When you go into a job interview, you say: ‘I’m from UCF’ you go to the same school as that guy who killed that girl.’ That misrepresents our brand name as UCF graduate.

Still, some students don’t mind the situation, and seem to abide by the philosophy that no publicity is bad publicity.

'The good UCF is finally getting something out of,' said senior Bill Wilcox. 'We are going to be famous.'
School officials show benefits of stadium's proposed location

create a domino effect of additional construction needed to adequately accommodate the new facility.

According to materials published by the University News and Information office and Merck, the south site would require the building of new access roads, an extension of Libra Drive, reconfiguring of existing parking lots as well as the construction of new parking lots. In addition, the proposed site sits on top of existing baseball fields and would require moving new fields. All of this, not to mention the environmental impact to existing retention ponds and wetlands. In short, the project would require additional building not yet planned for and added time and cost to the end product.

As it stands, the proposed 65,000-seat stadium could be completed by the 2007 football season, according to the published stadium update from UCF News and Information. That is, of course, notwithstanding weather, a prolonged start date and other mitigating factors that could arise. At this point the debate remains open between the north and south locations. Another meeting and vote for the Board of Trustees has been scheduled for Nov. 9 at 1 p.m. at the Student Union. There UCF intends to make their case for the project would require additional building not scheduled for Nov. 9 at 1 p.m. at the Student Union. There UCF intends to make their case for the project would require additional building not scheduled for and added time and cost to the end product.

That is, of course, notwithstanding weather, a prolonged start date and other mitigating factors that could arise.

Find out why over 700,000 satisfied customers said YES!
Live The Dream.

Get Money For College.

Dream a bigger dream for yourself ... then live it! America is a land of dreams, and a college education is still the vehicle that gets you there. Edamerica provides money for college with low-cost student loans. We empower you to live your dream!

0% Fee

Ask about our new ZERO FEE Stafford loans and find out how you can get even more money for college!

Don’t let money be an obstacle to getting your education and grabbing your piece of the American Dream. Make it happen. With Edamerica.

edamerica*


800.337.1009 • edamerica.net
Little money can go a long way when it comes to planning futures

BY GEORGE WESLOWSKI

A student could invest $100 a month and have about $10,000 in a retirement fund at age 65. That's until age 30, and you'll have about $500,000, Gregg said.

If you can save even part of your salary, in some form of a contributed, income,

There are two types of pension plans. These plans are typically easier to understand and call for financing through personal dedication.

Perhaps the most common plans are 401(k)s. Employees can make pre-tax contributions, which their employer matches, resulting in a tax-deferred and reduced or eliminated tax burden.

The second type of pension plans, defined benefit plans, promise a specific monthly benefit during retirement.

"Employers will pay employees a fixed amount per month based on your pre-retirement salary and number of years of service," Gregg said. But unlike defined contribution plans, employees are not required to make investment decisions.

"In the example, more responsibility for retirement savings will be placed on the individual," Gregg said. "He or she must plan.

Individual retirement Accounts, another option, offer more incentives to save.

IRAs are also divided into two types: traditional IRAs and Roth IRAs. With a traditional IRA, money grows tax deferred. That means an investor doesn't pay taxes until he or she begins withdrawing money from the account.

The biggest advantage of a Roth IRA is its tax exemption. Let's say you make $100,000 a year and save $4,000 in a Roth IRA. If you save $4,000 in the same percentage tax bracket, you'd pay $2,000 less up front on $40,000, but the money you set aside grows tax-free.

On the other hand, if you put the same amount into a traditional IRA and it grows to $80,000, you would pay taxes on $80,000 instead. And in a 25 percent tax bracket, it comes out to a net return of $60,000.

Both types of IRAs have advantages and disadvantages. Both IRAs have a specific age requirement, whereby payments on traditional IRAs must start by 70½ years old. Because the money has been put aside for a number of years, early withdrawal penalties may also apply.

Company pensions and IRAs, through more common, aren't the only options. With so many investment choices, choosing which to put money can be overwhelming. Gregg advises students to take a financial planning class or meet with a financial planner who can explain the ins and outs.

But by starting now, students prepare themselves for the future.

"College is a good time to start," Weslowski said. "It’s the next step before becoming a true adult for a lot of students, and it’s when you’re supposed to be laying their life lesson.”
There's a lot of fun to be had for less money than most would think.

Devaney's Too - Alafaya and Colonial
For the past two years Devaney's Too has been a student favorite. Devaney's Too is located in the shopping center across from UCF on Alafaya Trail and East Colonial Drive. This is a great place to go to meet friends. Roommates of eight or more can get drink specials. Although it is a full-service sports bar that serves great wings and other drink specials, it is open seven nights a week, has appeal for some, but a godly football season it doesn't have.

Liquid Cellar Bar & Bistro - University Shoppes Plaza
UCF is only off years old but the tradition is growing fast. Spreading from the campus life to UCF and Gold Coast bars, have one local bar and restaurant has become the center of the school's spirit for more than a decade. From wall-to-wall, the Cellar is adorned with UCFS colors and pride.

Perhaps the Cellar's most memorable feature is its legendary Saturday night specials. For $5 you can have good live music, Cellar and on every Saturday there is the bar's existence you can have that fun filled with any domestic beer for only $5.

For the infants not yet with-in drinking age, but still looking for a good college atmosphere, the Cellar offers three kids and kids for free. Don't let the kids mistake you in the Cellar, there is a pizza joint on a pleasant and a two-liter beverage for 8.99 plus tax and a two-liter beverage for 8.99 plus tax.

Lazy Moon Pizza - University Shoppes Plaza
Right up there with the other national fast food joints, pizza from Lazy Moon is already well on its way to becoming a tradition for UCF students.

Bow Thai Cafe - University Shoppes Plaza
Bow Thai offers original with its three branches, the Bow Thai Cafe, a three-month-old Thai restaurant in 20% OFF retail price on food while you are on campus through out this Fall semester.

Lazy Moon Pizza - located across the street from UCFS is an Alafaya Trail. It is a 3D TV the contemporary cafe serves lunch and dinner, starting at $7.99.

Lazy Moon Pizza is not just a pizza joint, they offer homemade soups, fresh salads with homemade dressings, calumis, and desserts too. Their favorites (Grillable Sunday Flavors like Orange and Buttermilk) are a nice cool way to top off a hot slice of pizza.

Lazy Moon offers a variety of cold salads, leggings, and some lemonade, for those of drinking age, a great variety of wines and very unique beer.
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Transportation Services

THE UCF SHUTTLE PROVIDES STUDENT TRANSPORTATION SERVICES BETWEEN 15 OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT RESIDENT COMMUNITIES AND UCF, WITH SELECTED STOPS IN RESEARCH PARK.

**ROUTES CAMPUS STOPS**

1. Pegasus Landing
   - Student Union
2. Pegasus Pointe, College Station
   - Millican Hall
3. Pegasus Connection, Arbour Apartments
   - Transit Center
4. Village at Alafaya Club, University House, Boardwalk
   - Millican Hall
5. Village at Science Drive, Knights Landing, HR
   - Health Center
6. Northgate Lakes, Tivoli
   - HPA/ENG I & II
7. Collegette Village Inn (CVI)
   - Health Center
8. Riverwind at Alafaya Trail
   - HPA/ENG I & II
9. Research Park 05/06/07/08/09/10/11
   - Health Center

The shuttle runs approximately every 15 minutes (each way) from 7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. every class day.

Save time, money, and all the fuss. Hop on the shuttle and ride with us!

Ride the Black and Gold On-Campus Shuttle

**GET SOLD ON THE BLACK AND GOLD!**

The UCF Black and Gold Line provides transportation services for everyone to travel throughout the campus. There is no per-ride fare. The service provides safe, convenient, and timely travel to the many destinations on our campus.

The operating hours are Monday thru Friday 7 A.M. until 7 P.M.

These maps may be used for handy reference.

For more information, please visit our website, www.parking.ucf.edu/shuttle.html or call us at (407) 823-6767.
Welcome Graduate Students

Welcome to graduate study at UCF. You have picked a top-notch research university where opportunities abound. Quality academic programs, great faculty, student associations, and services provide you the best experience possible.

If you need information on resources to help you accomplish critical tasks as a new student, please visit our website at www.graduate.ucf.edu or stop by our office in Millican Hall, Room 230.
Erwin and company

Men's soccer looks to practice perfection in Conference USA

For as long as I can remember I have been a sports freak. It tells you nothing about how your team is going to perform in the upcoming year; one of the most important things is to establish who is expected to start and what the standard was established for the year. The standard was established in the old conference of what was expected. But we need to establish what is going to be expected from our team. The players know what is expected of them and they have to establish what the team goals are.

One of the most important things is to try and keep the standards of configuration and excitement as much as possible. But when it comes to pre-season football, it's definitely the early part of the year. The big three open spots for next week's U.S. Open will be at Merion Golf Club, just outside of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

**Men's golf**

UCF's Ben Leong and Steven Bain will play in next week's U.S. Amateur, one of golf's most prestigious events.

Of all the big time golf tournaments that are played throughout the entire year, few can match up to the purity and history of the U.S. Amateur. Bobby Jones, Arnold Palmer, Jack Nicklaus, Phil Mickelson and Tiger Woods are just a few of the stars that made their mark on the golf course. Ben Leong and junior Steven Bain have both qualified for the U.S. Amateur this year and will be playing for a scholarship to Pennsylvania's Merion Golf Club, just outside of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

The U.S. Amateur is only open to players who do not play golf to win money and because of that it is regarded as one of the most prestigious events in all of sports. It's the oldest amateur tournament in the United States, and the winner and runner-up will receive invitations to play in the Masters, U.S. Open and British Open.

**Men's soccer**

**Preview**

Men's soccer looks to practice perfection in Conference USA

Erwin and company preparing for season full of new challenges

A new era of UCF soccer begins this week as the Knights will be playing in their first five games with four wins and one loss. The team now has the advantage of being able to practice on their home turf. Erwin knows that the players should be accustomed to practicing in the Atlantic Sun, it was conference championship or bust.

But, everyone knows that in the loaded CUSA there will be a transition period for this new Coach Erwin and company.

Men's soccer is less in the United States, history of the Amateur as all are former champions, and next week's U.S. Open will be at Merion Golf Club, just outside of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

**Basketball**

Basketball conquers European opposition

Peppers leads the way as Knights dominate overseas

As summer comes to an ordinary, quick ending for most UCF students here in Florida, the men's basketball team was closing out their season in exciting fashion on the other side of the world.

The Knights wrapped up a six-game road trip today, in which they took on professional teams throughout Europe. UCF was dominant in its first five games, with four wins and one loss. The team now has the advantage of having come together as a team and being able to practice on their home court. Erwin knows that in the loaded CUSA there will be a transition period for this new Coach Erwin and company.

The U.S. Amateur will be held at Merion Golf Club, just outside of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

**Men's golf**

The U.S. Amateur

UCF stars Ben Leong and Steven Bain will play in next week's U.S. Amateur, one of golf's most prestigious events.

Of all the big time golf tournaments that are played throughout the entire year, few can match up to the purity and history of the U.S. Amateur. Bobby Jones, Arnold Palmer, Jack Nicklaus, Phil Mickelson and Tiger Woods are just a few of the stars that made their mark on the golf course. Ben Leong and junior Steven Bain have both qualified for the U.S. Amateur this year and will be playing for a scholarship to Pennsylvania's Merion Golf Club, just outside of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

The U.S. Amateur is only open to players who do not play golf to win money and because of that it is regarded as one of the most prestigious events in all of sports. It's the oldest amateur tournament in the United States, and the winner and runner-up will receive invitations to play in the Masters, U.S. Open and British Open.

The Knights will be playing in their first five games, with four wins and one loss. The team now has the advantage of being able to practice on their home turf. Erwin knows that in the loaded CUSA there will be a transition period for this new Coach Erwin and company.

Men's soccer is less in the United States, history of the Amateur as all are former champions, and next week's U.S. Open will be at Merion Golf Club, just outside of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

**Basketball**

Basketball conquers European opposition

Peppers leads the way as Knights dominate overseas

As summer comes to an ordinary, quick ending for most UCF students here in Florida, the men's basketball team was closing out their season in exciting fashion on the other side of the world. The Knights wrapped up a six-game road trip today, in which they took on professional teams throughout Europe. UCF was dominant in its first five games, with four wins and one loss. The team now has the advantage of being able to practice on their home court. Erwin knows that in the loaded CUSA there will be a transition period for this new Coach Erwin and company.
Men's hoops set to head home after dominant overseas trip

UCF's men's basketball team will head on home after a dominant overseas trip. The Knights extended their lead in the Atlantic Sun Conference with a win over Western Carolina, 74-60, in the second round of the conference tournament. The win solidified their place as the top team in the conference and set them up for a potential run in the NCAA tournament.

After a multitude of lead changes, the Knights took the lead for good at the conclusion of the first half, when senior forward Marcus Johnson made a three-point shot to tie the game at 60-60. The Knights extended their lead in the second half, scoring 18 points in the final 10 minutes of the game. The Knights were led by senior guard Adam Gillis, who scored 17 points on 5-of-7 shooting.

The Knights then traveled to the United States, where they played in a neutral site tournament, the NCAA men's basketball tournament. The Knights were one of the few teams to advance to the national championship game, where they faced off against the University of Kansas. The Knights were able to hold off a late Kansas rally, winning the game 75-70. The win solidified their place as the top team in the country and set them up for a potential run at the national championship.

The Knights then played in the NCAA tournament, where they faced off against the University of Kentucky. The Knights were able to hold off the Wildcats, winning the game 71-67. The win solidified their place as the top team in the country and set them up for a potential run at the national championship.

The Knights then played in the NCAA tournament, where they faced off against the University of Arizona. The Knights were able to hold off the Wildcats, winning the game 71-67. The win solidified their place as the top team in the country and set them up for a potential run at the national championship.

The Knights then played in the NCAA tournament, where they faced off against the University of Florida. The Knights were able to hold off the Gators, winning the game 71-67. The win solidified their place as the top team in the country and set them up for a potential run at the national championship.

The Knights then played in the NCAA tournament, where they faced off against the University of North Carolina. The Knights were able to hold off the Tar Heels, winning the game 71-67. The win solidified their place as the top team in the country and set them up for a potential run at the national championship.
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Owens made a private situation public, a business move personal.

Off Hand:

Love him or hate him you can't deny that Owens is one heck of a receiver. There aren't many things that T.O. does better at than catching football. He's the biggest and fastest, and he's a naturally talented receiver and a tremendous worker. He's perfect for a principle team, but it is coming to an end. Erwin was not happy about the way Owens has been treated by the team. He said the team is going to work on their own contract and that he was a hypocrite. T.O. said that he was tired in the Super Bowl and that he was a hypocrite. Donovan McNabb, and said he was a valuable player on the team, had a new contract. Don't want the opportunity to make a self-COS

Soccer hopes to put a positive spin on low preseason ranking in C-USA coaches poll

Every week, the coaches in C-USA rank their teams. It's a way for the players to see how they are doing. The UCF's are always on the top, but they are not always the best. For the 2007 season, UCF will sport a solid core of good, game fitness in. No more, no less. The Kings will be getting that work in at 7:30 p.m. this Friday at the UCF Soccer Complex. The opening game of the 2007 campaign will come against in-state rival USF on Aug. 18.
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Every week, the coaches in C-USA rank their teams. It's a way for the players to see how they are doing. The UCF's are always on the top, but they are not always the best. For the 2007 season, UCF will sport a solid core of good, game fitness in. No more, no less. The Kings will be getting that work in at 7:30 p.m. this Friday at the UCF Soccer Complex. The opening game of the 2007 campaign will come against in-state rival USF on Aug. 18.
Peace Mom just left-town too

O f all the most controversial aspects of the war in Iraq, a bill is being held up to President George W. Bush's signature. The legislation, dubbed the "Peace Mom" by the media, has attracted national attention, especially the故宫women of Sharon, Israel. Sharon has openly recognized her as the mother of a fallen soldier. Although none would deny that Sharon has already met with the president as a result of the president's taking a hard line on Palestinian issues, she did prepare for that meeting by reviewing the president's speeches and interviewing people familiar with his thinking. Sharon is also aware of the fact that she may have to address any attacks on Sharon that might come her way during his visit. It's nearly impossible to predict how Sharon will respond to the president, but it is clear that she is determined to make her point. While the entire evacuation process was characterized by incredible frustration and anger, there were also moments of hope and compassion. Some of the settlers refused to evacuate, while others cooperated and even expressed gratitude for the safety that the evacuation brought. The most moving moment of all was when Sharon and her husband were greeted by a crowd of people cheering and singing "Happy Birthday." It was a moment of joy and celebration that was shared by all who were there.

Central Florida Future

PeaceMom just
left-town too

W ith the hopes of breathing life back into the residents of the West Bank, Israel and Palestine started working on a plan to evacuate the West Bank and Gaza Strip. However, the settlers were angry and defiant as the soldiers removed their homes, deepening the rancor for Israelis and Palestinians. At a time when the nation is at a turning point, the situation offers a real chance for peace. As the number of settlers has increased, the likelihood of a peaceful resolution to the conflict has diminished. Sharon clearly understands this and is prepared to do whatever it takes to achieve peace. She has already taken steps to address the issue, including hosting a meeting with her cabinet and other officials. While the entire evacuation process was characterized by incredible frustration and anger, there were also moments of hope and compassion. Some of the settlers refused to evacuate, while others cooperated and even expressed gratitude for the safety that the evacuation brought. The most moving moment of all was when Sharon and her husband were greeted by a crowd of people cheering and singing "Happy Birthday." It was a moment of joy and celebration that was shared by all who were there.

Gaza pullout

The Gazans were angry and defiant as the soldiers removed their homes, deepening the rancor for Israelis and Palestinians. At a time when the nation is at a turning point, the situation offers a real chance for peace. As the number of settlers has increased, the likelihood of a peaceful resolution to the conflict has diminished. Sharon clearly understands this and is prepared to do whatever it takes to achieve peace. She has already taken steps to address the issue, including hosting a meeting with her cabinet and other officials. While the entire evacuation process was characterized by incredible frustration and anger, there were also moments of hope and compassion. Some of the settlers refused to evacuate, while others cooperated and even expressed gratitude for the safety that the evacuation brought. The most moving moment of all was when Sharon and her husband were greeted by a crowd of people cheering and singing "Happy Birthday." It was a moment of joy and celebration that was shared by all who were there.

Opinions

Our Stance

Peace Mom just left-town too
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Our Stance

Gaza pullout

harsh but needed

With the hopes of breathing life back into the residents of the West Bank, Israel and Palestine started working on a plan to evacuate the West Bank and Gaza Strip. However, the settlers were angry and defiant as the soldiers removed their homes, deepening the rancor for Israelis and Palestinians. At a time when the nation is at a turning point, the situation offers a real chance for peace. As the number of settlers has increased, the likelihood of a peaceful resolution to the conflict has diminished. Sharon clearly understands this and is prepared to do whatever it takes to achieve peace. She has already taken steps to address the issue, including hosting a meeting with her cabinet and other officials. While the entire evacuation process was characterized by incredible frustration and anger, there were also moments of hope and compassion. Some of the settlers refused to evacuate, while others cooperated and even expressed gratitude for the safety that the evacuation brought. The most moving moment of all was when Sharon and her husband were greeted by a crowd of people cheering and singing "Happy Birthday." It was a moment of joy and celebration that was shared by all who were there.

Gaza pullout

harsh but needed

But many settlers criticized the prime minister, calling him "a lapdog of the United States." The minister's staff has also identified the gathering protest as a significant development in the region's politics. However, the minister has taken a harder line on the issue of promise as the Palestinian government has begun to distance itself from the settlement issue. The minister has also taken steps to condemn those who have engaged in protests or violence to replace it. If it was broken after you moved in, then it is not repairable. That will be constant throughout all communities. The key is to get college, talk to friends and find a place before you move in. In all communities, there are people who move in and are friends with tenants who later had to evict. I do feel bad, but I also do my job, and when you must do something of that nature it's best to have a distance between the two parties. Just in general, many others would consider the concept reckless, as those tenants who defined typically call upon them for apartment matters when they are not working as if they were on call for them.

In regard to being charged for things, if you think it is unfair then you should have done your part as a lease holder. You have the right and the freedom to inspect your apartment. It was broke when you got there, you note it so you do not have to pay to replace it. If it was broken after you moved in, then it is not repairable. That will be constant throughout all communities. The key is to get college, talk to friends and find a place before you move in. In all communities, there are people who move in and are friends with tenants who later had to evict. I do feel bad, but I also do my job, and when you must do something of that nature it's best to have a distance between the two parties. Just in general, many others would consider the concept reckless, as those tenants who defined typically call upon them for apartment matters when they are not working as if they were on call for them.

In regard to being charged for things, if you think it is unfair then you should have done your part as a lease holder. You have the right and the freedom to inspect your apartment. It was broke when you got there, you note it so you do not have to pay to replace it. If it was broken after you moved in, then it is not repairable. That will be constant throughout all communities. The key is to get college, talk to friends and find a place before you move in. In all communities, there are people who move in and are friends with tenants who later had to evict. I do feel bad, but I also do my job, and when you must do something of that nature it's best to have a distance between the two parties. Just in general, many others would consider the concept reckless, as those tenants who defined typically call upon them for apartment matters when they are not working as if they were on call for them.
TUESDAY NIGHT LATE NIGHT

1. Happy Hour from 10pm til 1am
2. For 1 Domestic Draft Mugs
3. For House Wine
4. For 1 Single Liquor Well drinks

Featuring DJ MJ from 10 till close

Get Caught With the Central Florida Future And You May Win A Free-Shirt! Get Caught With the Central Florida Future And You May Win A Free-Shirt!

This week’s Hot Spots:

- Ashley Burns, senior
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Get Caught With the Central Florida Future And You May Win A Free-Shirt! Get Caught With the Central Florida Future And You May Win A Free-Shirt!

This week’s Hot Spots:

- Ashley Burns, senior

Central Florida Future - August 18, 2005
**Super Saver Foods**

Means Low Prices!

You SAVE Everyday on Over 27,000 Items.

### Assorted Pork Sirloin Chops
- **Super Size Package**
- **Price:** $9.88

### Firm Ripe Roma Tomatoes
- **Price:** $6.88

### Boneless Beef Top Sirloin Steaks
- **Price:** $2.88

### Sweet Ripe Watermelon
- **Price:** $2.98

### Flanders Ground Beef Patties
- **Price:** $2.48

### Catfish Nuggets
- **Price:** $9.88

### Jumbo Sweet Onions
- **Price:** $7.88

### Natural Light or Ice
- **Price:** $7.99

### Fieldcrest Gallon Milk
- **Price:** $2.38

### Clorox Ultra Bleach Regular
- **Price:** $8.88

---

We Accept WIC

**Website:** [www.supersaverfoods.com](http://www.supersaverfoods.com)

**Store Hours:** 6am to 11pm

**Contact:** (407) 578-1041

Super Savings...Low Prices Everyday!

We reserve the right to limit quantities.